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PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To specify a failure

point and discover the failure in its early stages by

storing a current value when a normal electronic

substrate carries out a reference operation, and

comparing the value with a current value when an

electronic substrate constituting an electronic

apparatus to be inspected carries out a reference

operation.

SOLUTION: The diagnosing system for electronic

apparatus comprising an electronic substrate

where a plurality of electronic parts are mounted
includes, e.g. a power source 2 for supplying a

current to the electronic substrate 1, a memory 9

for storing values of the current, and the like. A
substrate 1 which is confirmed not to fail makes a

preliminarily set reference operation under the

control from a CPU 6 and the current of the power

source is stored in the memory 9. Thereafter, the

power source current is measured for every

substrate which is doubted to fail and compared with the value in the memory 9. The
failure substrate can be judged from a change in current value. When the system is driven

in a preliminarily set sequence and the power source current is stored in time sequence,

since the power source current can be measured in a larger number of operation states,

the failure detection rate is high.
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

LThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2 **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] The diagnostic system of the electronic instrument characterized by to establish a means judge
the existence of failure of the above-mentioned electronic substrate by comparing a means supply

current to an electronic substrate, and a storage means make the current value when carrying out criteria

operation to a normal electronic substrate memorize with the current value when carrying out the above-
mentioned criteria operation to other electronic substrates and the current value memorized by the

above-mentioned storage means.

[Claim 2] The diagnostic system of an electronic instrument characterized by providing the following. A
means to supply current to an electronic substrate A storage means to make the current value when
carrying out criteria operation to a normal electronic substrate memorize serially A means to judge the

existence of failure of the above-mentioned electronic substrate by comparing the serial current value

when carrying out the above-mentioned criteria operation to other electronic substrates with the serial

current value memorized by the above-mentioned storage means
[Claim 3] The diagnostic method characterized by calculating a difference with the current value

remembered to be the amperometry value of the 2nd henceforth by the 1st time at the storage means by
being the diagnostic method by the diagnostic system of an electronic instrument according to claim 2,

and specifying failure parts according to this difference.

[Claim 4] The diagnostic system of an electronic instrument characterized by providing the following. A
means to supply current to an electronic substrate A storage means to make the current value of** peak
period when carrying out criteria operation to a normal electronic substrate memorize A means to judge
the existence of failure of the above-mentioned electronic substrate by comparing the current value of **

peak period memorized by the current value and the above-mentioned storage means when carrying out
the above-mentioned criteria operation to other electronic substrates

[Claim 5] The diagnostic method characterized by specifying failure parts according to the kind ofCPU
instruction to which it is the diagnostic method by the diagnostic system of an electronic instrument
according to claim 4, and criteria operation was carried out.

[Claim 6] The claim 1 characterized by establishing the means for shut [ current ] when failure of
electronic parts is detected, a claim 2, or the diagnostic system of an electronic instrument according to

claim 4.

[Claim 7] The claim 1 characterized by having included circuits other than CPU or a reference clock
generating circuit in one substrate, and preparing two or more above-mentioned substrates, a claim 2, the

diagnostic system of an electronic instrument according to claim 4 or 6.

[Translation done.]
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[The technical field to which invention belongs] This invention relates to the diagnostic system and the

diagnostic method of an electronic instrument.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] In the electronic instrument constituted by the electronic substrate in

which two or more electronic parts were mounted, it has been to foundations to compare the expected

value prepared beforehand with the information (an analog, digital, etc.) outputted by actually operating

an electronic instrument as the diagnostic method for detecting failure.

[0003]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] A diagnosis of the conventional electronic instrument is

difficult to specify which substrate is out of order, when failure is detected in the diagnostic item to

which two or more substrates are related, since it was made as mentioned above. Moreover, by the

conventional diagnostic method, there was a trouble that damage by using the electronic instrument of a

failed state occurred until failure was detected by the diagnosis, since failure was undetectable until it

diagnosed.

[0004] This invention is made in order to cancel the above troubles, and it aims at offering the

diagnostic equipment and the diagnostic method of an electronic instrument that early detection is

realizable while it pinpoints the failure part of an electronic instrument using the power supply current of

an electronic substrate changing with failures.

[0005]

[Means for Solvmg the Problem] The diagnostic system of the electronic instrument conceming the

claim 1 of this invention establishes a means to judge the existence of failure of an electronic substrate,

by comparing a means to supply current to an electronic substrate, and a storage means to make the

current value when carrying out criteria operation to a normal electronic substrate memorize with the

current value when carrying out criteria operation to other electronic substrates and the current value

memorized by the storage means.

[0006] The diagnostic system of the electronic instrument conceming the claim 2 of this invention

establishes a means judge the existence of failure of an electronic substrate, by comparing a means to

supply current to an electronic substrate, and a storage means to make the current value when carrying

out criteria operation to a normal electronic substrate memorize serially with the serial current value

when carrying out criteria operation to other electronic substrates and the serial current value memorized
by the storage means.

[0007] The diagnostic method of the electronic instrument conceming the claim 3 of this invention

calculates a difference with the current value remembered to be the amperometry value of the 2nd
henceforth by the 1st time at the storage means, and specifies failure parts according to this difference.

[0008] The diagnostic system of the electronic instmment conceming the claim 4 of this invention

establishes a means judge the existence of failure of an electronic substrate, by comparing the current

http://www4.ipdl.jpo.go.jp/cgi-bin/tran_web_cgi_ejje 11/26/2003
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value of** peak period memorized by a means to supply current to an electronic substrate, a storage

means to make the current value of** peak period when carrying out criteria operation to a normal

electronic substrate memorize, and the current value and the storage means when carrying out criteria

operation to other electronic substrates.

[0009] The diagnostic method of the electronic instrument concerning the claim 5 of this invention

specifies failure parts according to the kind ofCPU instruction to which criteria operation was carried

out.

[0010] The diagnostic system of the electronic instrument concerning the claim 6 of this invention

establishes the means for shut [ current ], when failure of electronic parts is detected.

[001 1] The diagnostic system of the electronic instrument conceming the claim 7 of this invention

includes circuits other than CPU or a reference clock generating circuit in one substrate, and prepares

these two or more substrates.

[0012]

[Embodiments of the Invention] 1 operation gestalt of this invention is explained about drawing below
gestalt 1. of operation. Drawing 1 is the block diagram showing the diagnostic system of the electronic

instrument by the gestalt 1 of implementation of this invention, and current is supplied to the electronic

substrate 1 by the power supply 2 in drawing. Resistance 3, an operational amplifier 4, and the sample &
hold 5 transform power supply current into voltage, and constitute the circuit for holding the voUage by
control of CPU6. A/D conversion 7 digitizes the voltage held at the sample & hold 5. The digitized

voltage is memorized by memory 9 through the birth control circuit 8 by control ofCPU6. In case the

birth control circuit 8 reads the data ofmemory 9, and the output ofA/D conversion 7 into CPU6, it is

used. Moreover, it has the function to make the address ofmemory 9 offset by CPU6.

[0013] Next, operation is explained. Memory 9 is made to memorize power supply current, after

carrying out criteria operation which defined beforehand the electronic substrate 1 by which it was
checked that it is not out of order by control fi-om CPU6. Henceforth, the power supply current when
carrying out the same criteria operation is read by CPU6 through the birth control circuit 8, the power
supply current when not being out of order similarly memorized in memory 9 through the birth control

circuit 8 is read, and both are compared. Consequently, when a value has change, it can be judged that

the electronic substrate 1 is out of order.

[0014] Drawing 2 (a) and (b) explain the above-mentioned operation in detail. As shown in drawing 2

(a), after checking that there is no failure in the electronic substrate 1, power supply current is measured,

and the value is saved in the memory 9 which is storages, such as non-volatile memory. Measurement
and preservation of measured value are performed by CPU6. You may use it, when equipment is being

controlled by CPU6. Next, as shown in drawing 2 (b), when it is judged as failure by the conventional

diagnosis, power supply current is again measured about all the substrates considered to be failure

substrates, and it compares with the measured value saved above. Consequently, if there is a substrate

which has change in measured value, it can be judged that it is a failure substrate.

[0015] Gestalt 2. drawing 3 of operation is the block diagram showing the diagnostic system of the
electronic instrument by the gestalt 2 of implementation of this invention, and generates a reference

clock by control ofCPU6 in drawing in the reference clock generating circuit 10. This is used for

voltage maintenance control of the sample & hold 5. The held voltage value is digitized by A/D
conversion 7, and is memorized through the birth control circuit 8 by the address taken out from the

address generation circuit 11. Consequently, power supply current is memorized by time series to

memory 9.

[0016] And it is made to operate by the sequence defined beforehand, and memory 9 is made to

memorize power supply current. Henceforth, the same operation is carried out and memory 9 is made to

memorize power supply current. Under the present circumstances, the address ofmemory 9 is made to

offset and it is made not to overwrite the data made to memorize last time by the birth control circuit 8.

In this way, the obtained data are altogether compared for every corresponding address. Consequently, if

a value has at least one change, it can be judged that the electronic substrate 1 is out of order. Since the

power supply current in more operating state can be measured by this method as compared with the

http://www4.ipdl.jpo.go.jp/cgi-bin/tran_web_cgi_ejje 11/26/2003
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gestalt 1 of operation, the detection ratio of failure is high.

[0017] In the gestalt 3. book operation gestalt of operation, even the failure parts on the electronic

substrate 1 are specified using the diagnostic system of an electronic instrument shown with the gestalt 2

of operation. Drawing 4 is a flow chart which shows the diagnostic method of the electronic instrument

by the gestah 3 of operation, and declares each variable ofX, N, DATAl, DATA2, and LIMIT in

processing 1 in drawing. Next, the initial value hung up over a degree is substituted for each variable in

processing 2. X= 0, N= offset (offset value when shifting a start address so that the data which the 1st

time was made to memorize in memory 9 at the time of the power supply amperometry of the 2nd
henceforth may not be overwritten with the gestalt 2 of operation), a LIMIT= Kmit (allowed value to

change of power supply current), an END= last address (last address of data which memorized memory
9 with the gestalt 2 of operation at the time of the 1st power supply amperometry).

[0018] Next, in processing 3, the data memorized by the address X in drawing 5 are read from memory
9, and it substitutes for DATAl. The data similarly memorized by the address (X+N) in drawing 5 are

read, and it substitutes for DATA2. Next, in processing 4, it judges whether the conditions of |DATA1-
DATA2|>LIMIT are fulfilled. And in processing 5, the failure message of the parts equivalent to

Address X is displayed on the screen ofCPU6 fi-om the address of the memory 9 as shown in drawing

6 , and the matrix of electronic parts. Finally, it judges whether the conditions ofX=END are fulfilled in

processing 6, and if satisfied, operation will be ended.

[0019] Gestalt 4. drawing 7 of operation is the block diagram showing the diagnostic system of the
electronic instrxunent by the gestalt 4 of implementation of this invention, and the circuit which
consisted ofD/A conversion 12 and 13, a comparator 14, latches 15 and 16, and a supply-current

monitor 17 in addition to the circuitry which shows this operation gestalt to drawing 3 is added. The data

from birth control 8 are held by latches 15 and 16 by control of CPU6, and are changed into voltage by
D/A conversion 12 and 13 (a voltage value is set as D/A-conversion 12> D/A conversion 13). A
comparator 14 compares the voltage fi-om an operational amplifier 4 with the voltage from D/A
conversion 12 and 13, and outputs the result to the power supply current monitor 17.

[0020] The power supply current monitor 17 detects the output from a comparator 14 by always carrying

out a monitor for whether the voltage fi-om an operational amplifier 4 separated from the range firom the

voltage ofD/A conversion 12 to the voltage ofD/A conversion 13, and sends a detecting signal to

CPU6. Moreover, you may tell generating of the abnormalities in voltage to the immediate exterior with

a malfunction detection lamp etc. By reading the power supply current at the time of real use on real

time, and setting up and comparing +/-peak value with D/A conversion 12 and 13, when an electronic

instrument breaks down, it is detectable.

[0021] In the gestalt 5. book operation gestah of operation, even the failure parts on the electronic

substrate 1 are specified using the diagnostic system of an electronic instrument shown with the gestalt 4
of operation. That is, in the function to detect the failure substrate of the gestalt 4 of operation, the

failure parts on the electronic substrate 1 can be specified by operating it based on the flow chart shown
in drawing 8 , after making processing of CPU6 once stop, when abnormal voltage was detected. In

drawing 8 , Variable X is first declared by processing 1

.

[0022] Next, initial value is substituted for a variable by processing 2 (X= 0). The Xth CPU instruction

is executed in processing 3. Here, the CPU instruction to which only the number beforehand decided

from the place which abnormal voltage was detected
[
place ] and made processing ofCPU6 stop went

back processing ofCPU6 is made into the 0th. In processing 4, it judges whether the detecting signal has

come out from the power supply current monitor 17. And in processing 5, the failure message of the
parts equivalent to a CPU instruction is displayed on the screen ofCPU6 fi-om the matrix ( drawing 9 )

of the CPU instruction executed by processing 3, and electronic parts.

[0023] Gestah 6. drawing 10 of operation is the block diagram showing the diagnostic system of the
electronic instrument by the gestalt 6 of implementation of this invention, and this operation gestalt adds
the power supply current shutdown circuit 18 to the circuitry shown in drawing 7 . Shut [ a detecting

signal will be inputted into the power supply current shutdown circuit 18, and / the power supply current

shutdown circuit 18 / power supply current ] if the power supply current monitor 17 detects the
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abnormalities in voltage. This receives unusually [ the power supply current generated by substrate

failure ], and suitable disaster prevention disposal is attained. In addition, you may establish the above-

mentioned shutdown circuit 18 in the diagnostic system shown in drawing 1 and drawing 3 .

[0024] Gestalt 7. drawing 1

1

of operation is the block diagram showing the diagnostic system of the

electronic instrument by the gestalt 7 of implementation of this invention, in this operation gestalt,

includes circuits other than CPU6 shown by drawing 10 , and reference clock generating circuit 10 in

one substrate 19, and constitutes a semiconductor testing device by two or more substrates 19. thus —
many ~ also in the semiconductor testing device which consists of several substrates 19, the disaster

prevention which receives unusually [ detection of a failure substrate and failure parts and specific

power supply current ] is attained In addition, you may make it the circuit shown in drawing 1
, drawing

3 , and drawing 7 constitute from two or more substrates similarly.

[0025]

[Effect of the Invention] A means to supply current to an electronic substrate according to the diagnostic

system of the electronic instrument concerning the claim 1 of this invention, A storage means to make
the current value when carrying out criteria operation to a normal electronic substrate memorize, Since a

means to judge the existence of failure of an electronic substrate by comparing the current value when
carrying out criteria operation to other electronic substrates with the current value memorized by the

storage means was established, failure of an electronic substrate can be discovered quickly and easily.

[0026] A means to supply current to an electronic substrate according to the diagnostic system of the

electronic instrument concerning the claim 2 of this invention, A storage means to make the current

value when carrying out criteria operation to a normal electronic substrate memorize serially, Since a

means to judge the existence of failure of an electronic substrate by comparing the serial current value

when carrying out criteria operation to other electronic substrates with the serial current value

memorized by the storage means was established, the detection ratio of failure of an electronic substrate

can be raised.

[0027] Since according to the diagnostic method of the electronic instrument concerning the claim 3 of
this invention a difference with the current value remembered to be the amperometry value of the 2nd
henceforth by the 1st time at the storage means is calculated and failure parts were specified according

to this difference, failure parts can be exchanged easily and quickly.

[0028] A means to supply current to an electronic substrate according to the diagnostic system of the

electronic instrument concerning the claim 4 of this invention, A storage means to make the current

value of** peak period when carrying out criteria operation to a normal electronic substrate memorize,
Since a means to judge the existence of failure of an electronic substrate by comparing the current value

of** peak period memorized by the current value and the storage means when carrying out criteria

operation to other electronic substrates was established, the time of an electronic instrument breaking

down on real time is detectable.

[0029] Since failure parts were specified according to the kind ofCPU instruction to which criteria

operation was carried out according to the diagnostic method of the electronic instrument conceming the

claim 5 of this invention, failure parts can be exchanged easily and quickly.

[0030] Since according to the diagnostic system of the electronic instrument conceming the claim 6 of
this invention the means for shut [ current ] was established when failure of electronic parts was
detected, it receives unusually

[ power supply current ] and suitable disaster prevention disposal is

attained.

[0031] Since according to the diagnostic system of the electronic instrument conceming the claim 7 of
this invention circuits other than CPU or a reference clock generating circuit were included in one
substrate and two or more above-mentioned substrates were prepared, a diagnosis of two or more
electronic substrates is attained.

[Translation done.]
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